
ANNUAL DRIVER REQUIREMENTS ATTESTATION FORM

All Northeast GT drivers must:
Be at least 18 years old, or specifically accepted by Northeast GT with proper waivers, and guardian
present at event
Hold a current valid state driver’s license
Attend all required orientation meetings, drivers meetings, etc.
Complete self-tech driver safety gear form - and wear all the safety gear all the time
Not be banned or suspended from any other racing series
Be in good general health, not under the influence of alcohol, controlled substances or prescription
medications that may impair judgment and/or coordination

Northeast GT wheel-to-wheel competition Driver Requirements - Any of the following:
Successful completion of Northeast GT Racing School
Racing license issued by SCCA, NASA, BMWCCA, PCA, NARRA, Vintage
FIA, IMSA or other professional sanctioning body license
Completion of other nationally or internationally recognized racing schools (Roos, Bondurant, Barber, GT
Academy, etc.)
Endurance event (WRL, AER, etc.) - 2 hours or more of seat time, with proof of race(s)
Budget/entry-level (Chump/Champ, LeMons, etc.) - 8 hours or more of seat time, with proof of race(s)

In rare exceptions, the following racing-related experience may be considered, but requires written series approval.
Only a driver with a robust combination of the following types of experience may be substituted for the items above:

HPDE instructor and/or open passing,
Time Trial/Time Attack,
National or globally-recognized sim racing series championship, and/or
Competition karting license (WKI, IKF etc.) - NOT recreational karting

Northeast GT Race School Driver Eligibility - Any of the following are accepted as sufficient experience to attend
the GT Race School sessions:

HPDE instructor and/or open passing
Time Trial/Time Attack
Budget/entry-level racing

Signature required

I, (PRINT CLEARLY) ___________________________________________, attest that I have represented my
driving and racing credentials completely and accurately. I understand this is a list of minimum standards and
experience for driving in Northeast GT sessions, and that Northeast GT does not accept any liability for the results
of misconduct – everyone is personally responsible for any damages following their own judgment and waives all
rights to lay claim resulting from any cause whatsoever either before, during or after this event. While drivers are
not required to have a doctor fill out a medical form in order to compete, participants must not have any known
medical conditions or be under the influence of medication that would cause them or others undue risk. By signing
below, I attest that I am able to handle the physical and mental demands of competition.

Signature: __________________________

Date: __________________________


